Twisted Squares Baby Blanket, an original pattern by Kyre Adept – revised 26-August-2019

A square blanket adds a stitch on each side of each corner, every other row; this pattern makes a
stitch at the end of each section, four times per row. So the squares gradually shift round, making
this a quirky shape with slightly rounded corners. It’s all circular stocking stitch (apart from contrast
rows) and has no fixed gauge. Use whatever combination of needles and yarn knits up the way you
like. Use the same weight and texture of yarns so that the finished blanket will be consistent, but
otherwise… anything from fingering to chunky will give good results so long as you use the
appropriate size of knitting needles. If you weave in the ends as you go, there are very few to sew in
afterwards. It’s also a good pattern to use up parts of your stash!
I used 4.5mm and 5mm circular needles; the smaller needles make the central section lie flatter. I
cast on with the smaller needle, using the magic-loop technique after row 3; then I switch to the
larger needles when there are 20 stitches in each quarter, or at the first contrast row.

The yarns here are a mixture of Lion Brand Feels Like Butta and worsted yarns that are also soft, such
as Bernat Softee Baby or other worsted weight yarns I had lying around. Everything is acrylic so that
the blanket is hypoallergenic and can be washed in the machine (cold, delicate cycle). I dry mine flat,
but in theory you can throw it in the dryer on low or medium. The most recent one I actually made
from full balls, so I was able to establish how much of each yarn I used! From the center outwards:
Yarn: Five colors of worsted yarn plus white Feels Like Butta for the contrast rows. For this pattern,
we will call these yarns A, B, C, D, and E.
Yarn A = 13g, 3/8 oz
Yarn B = 15g, ½ oz
Yarn C = 40g, 1 3/8 oz
Yarn D = 52g, 2 oz
Yarn E = 55g 2 oz
Yarn F (contrast yarn to separate the color sections) = 55g, 2oz; usually in white Feels Like Butta
Yarn G (outermost 4 rows of darker contrast to finish) = 1 oz?
Needles: 4.5mm circular needle, 24-28”, 5mm circular needle, 36” if you have one. I use interchangeables from Knitpicks because they have a very flexible cord and it’s easy to change tips.
Approximate gauge: 16 stitches and 20 rows = 4” x 4” stocking stitch (all knit rows with circular
needles, apart from one purl row in contrast yarn separating color sections); I used 5mm needles
with worsted weight yarn (60-70 yards per ounce). You can use whatever you like, so long as the
weight is reasonably consistent and it creates a fabric you like.
Directions
1.

Using yarn A, and smaller needle, cast on 8 stitches. (I use crochet cast-on because it’s easy.)

2.

K1f+b (knit into the front of the stitch, then twist the needle to knit into the back of the stitch)
on each stitch to make 16 stitches. Divide the stitches as for magic-loop technique. This
means leave eight stitches on one end of the needles, and bring the loop of the circular needle
through between the first eight stitches and the second eight stitches. Line up the stitches so
that you can continue in a circular manner; make sure you don’t twist the knitting when you
close the circle.

3.

First half of the row: K3, k1f+b, place a stitch marker; k3, k1f+b, place a stitch marker.

4.

Slide the needle out of the half-row you’ve just finished, and slide up the next half ready to knit,
making sure not to twist the knitting. K3, k1f+b, place a stitch marker; then k3, k1f+b, place a
stitch marker. You have completed one row with 20 stitches total.

5.

Next row: Continue by knitting to one stitch before the marker, then k1f+b. The markers stay
in the same place(s), and each row grows by four stitches overall. Use the magic-loop method
until the piece is large enough to knit on the circular needle.

6.

Continue with yarn A until you have 20 stitches per section, 80 stitches in total. As you finish
the final section of this row, weave in the end of the contrast yarn, ready to use it on the next
row. Clip yarn A, leaving about 6”.

7.

CONTRAST ROW 1: Change to larger needles. Continue the pattern using the contrast yarn,
and weaving the end of yarn A as you go. Knit one row in contrast yarn, including k1f+b just
before each stitch marker. (84 stitches total)

8.

CONTRAST ROW 2: With contrast yarn, bring yarn to the front and PURL the entire row without
increases – just slide the marker along. (If you don’t know how to purl, reverse direction and
knit one full row without increases. Better yet, have someone teach you how to purl!) At the
end of this row, clip contrast yarn, leaving about 6”.

9.

Resume pattern using yarn B, start to knit in pattern, weaving in the ends of yarn B and
contrast yarn as you go. Knit to one stitch before the marker, k1f+b, and repeat to end of row.

10.

Continue in pattern until you have nearly completed 16 full rows in yarn B. Weave in end of
contrast yarn, ready to use it on the next row. (148 stitches total, 37 sts per section.)

11.

CONTRAST ROW 1: Continue the pattern using the contrast yarn, and weaving the end of yarn
B as you go. Knit one row in contrast yarn, including k1f+b just before each stitch marker. (152
stitches total)

12.

CONTRAST ROW 2: With contrast yarn, bring yarn forward and PURL the entire row. At the
end of this row, clip contrast yarn, leaving about 6”.

13.

Resume pattern using yarn C, start to knit in pattern, weaving in the ends of yarn C and
contrast yarn as you go. Knit to one stitch before the marker, k1f+b, and repeat to end of row.

14.

Continue in pattern until you have nearly completed 16 full rows in yarn C. Weave in end of
contrast yarn, ready to use it on the next row. (216 stitches total, 54 sts per section.)

15.

CONTRAST ROW 1: Continue the pattern using the contrast yarn, and weaving the end of yarn
C as you go. Knit one row in contrast yarn, including k1f+b just before each stitch marker. (220
stitches total)

16.

CONTRAST ROW 2: With contrast yarn, PURL the entire row. At the end of this row, clip
contrast yarn, leaving about 6”.

17.

Resume pattern using yarn D, start to knit in pattern, weaving in the ends of yarn D and
contrast yarn as you go. Knit to one stitch before the marker, k1f+b, and repeat to end of row.

18.

Continue in pattern until you have nearly completed 16 full rows in yarn D. Weave in end of
contrast yarn, ready to use it on the next row. (284 stitches total, 71 sts per section.)

19.

CONTRAST ROW 1: Continue the pattern using the contrast yarn, and weaving the end of yarn
D as you go. Knit one row in contrast yarn, including k1f+b just before each stitch marker.
(288 stitches total)

20.

CONTRAST ROW 2: With contrast yarn, PURL the entire row. At the end of this row, clip
contrast yarn, leaving about 6”.

21.

Resume pattern using yarn E, start to knit in pattern, weaving in the ends of yarn E and
contrast yarn as you go. Knit to one stitch before the marker, k1f+b, and repeat to end of row.

22.

Continue in pattern until you have nearly completed 16 full rows in yarn E. Weave in end of
contrast yarn, ready to use it on the next row. (352 stitches total, 88 sts per section.)

23.

FINISHING EDGE ROWS
1.

Continue the pattern using the contrast yarn, and weaving the end of yarn E as you go.
Knit one row in contrast yarn, including k1f+b just before each stitch marker. (356 sts)

2.

With contrast yarn, PURL the entire row without increases. At the end of this row, clip
contrast yarn, leaving about 6”.

3.

Repeat the above two rows twice more in contrast yarn to make two garter stitch ridges
in the contrast yarn OR you can use additional contrast yarns; I like to use three shades
of grey, because you don’t want white at the edges, where it will get grubby, or a darker
shade of Yarn E (whatever that is). Weave in the ends where you can (at the beginning of
knit rows) and knit in pattern apart from the purl rows, where you don’t increase. (363
stitches total)

4.

After the third purl row, cast off loosely using knit stitch. Cut the end of the contrast yarn
leaving about 6”.

FINISH by sewing in any spare ends. Wash in lukewarm water and dry flat. If convenient, block so
that the piece flattens out a bit more.
Give the finished blanket to a fortunate mother or baby, or donate it to the Linus Project, which
hands out security blankets to abused or sick kids. Contact this nonprofit at www.projectlinus.org.

